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q Multi-device environments
q Human behavior is complex
q Limitations of computational models
q Limitations of digital interventions

Our overarching vision is to develop assistive CPS technologies to help people improve their health outcomes. 
We aim to design generalizable techniques that can be extended to multiple populations with different behavioral traits and 
intervention needs, and handle a changing physical layer, closing the loop in real-world multi-device environments.
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Technical Approach

Broader Impact
Completed: 
qLearning speech behaviors from jaw motion using earables.
qContactless gesture recognition for the blind population.
Ongoing:
q Data collection in controlled and semi-controlled environments.
q Modeling coarse and fine-grained human motion.
q Knowledge distillation to sparse multi-device environments.

Milestones

q Modeling human motion in sparse multi-
device environments.

q Learning motion-derived behaviors.
q Human-in-the-loop model to deliver 

interventions .

Focus on behaviors that can be
derived from human body
motion in populations that
typically rely on a human
caregiver for assistive services.

q Learning user-centric health behaviors. 
q Focus on leveraging motion as an 

indicator of human health.
q Combining physical and verbal behaviors 

to infer psychological behavioral states.
q Modeling human motion in sparse 

multi-device environments.

to an intervention i 2 I . based on whether or not the response behavior (R) belongs to a target behavior
(T ). In addition to the desired target behavior, we also identify a set TS , which is a set of similar target
behaviors, where each t 2 TS has a similarity score si. This similarity score will be used to determine Ri.
(iii) Cost to user, C, specifies the cost of interrupting a user in a given situation, e.g., when engaged in an
exercise. A cost can be associated with each activity. We will devise an overall scoring function Score(i)
as a function of N,Ri, and C. We will investigate a simple weighted sum with an adaptive threshold, as
well as leverage active learning techniques to optimize the overall score.

Evaluation. We will test the system in lab by simulating interruptible and non-interruptible activities.
Along with a prompt to rate intervention effectiveness (via a mobile app), users will be asked if the timing of
the prompt was acceptable. A survey administered at the end of the pilot study will summarize the findings.

Figure 7: Gamified
feedback design
from our LiftRight
iOS app.

⌅ Task 3.3: Exploring intervention mechanisms We identify two important factors for
providing interventions: long-term preferences and observed behavioral context. Long-
term preferences can be indicated by the user or the caregiver at the time of initialization.
In addition to device-specific notifications or nudges, that will be selected based on the
device that the user is actively interacting with, we will explore novel intervention mech-
anisms that will respond to behavioral context.

Gamified interventions: We see the opportunity to leverage gamified interfaces to en-
gage the user and catalyze their behaviors [104–106]. We will develop simple gamified
intervention designs, primarily for populations that will benefit from intervention during
a specific activity, such as physical rehab participants. In our previous work, we de-
signed, developed, and evaluated the efficacy of a gamified interface for strength training
participants [25], shown in Figure 7. The feedback was designed to enable participants
to perform consistent movements throughout their workouts. We will add audio cues
to the visualization to prompt users to slow down or move faster for a velocity-focused
movement, or perform the movement for the full range of motion. We will explore the
use of ‘badges’ and leaderboard for added incentive. Audio interventions: We propose to develop interven-
tion technologies that combine techniques from clinical interventions to encourage target health behaviors.
Audio interventions can be particularly impactful for PWD and PWDD. We intend to use voice-assisted
technologies, such as those found on wearable devices or voice-assistants, for intervention via audio feed-
back (music, familiar voices, recorded conversations). For example, a PWDD who awakens at 3:00 am
and approaches the group home’s door to exit, hears, in their therapist’s or family member’s voice, a cus-
tomized message suggesting that they return to their room or contact a staff member. The expected outcome
of the intervention here is to prevent or interrupt a wandering event. Similarly, as a PWD starts showing
signs of verbal and/or physical aggression, a certain calming music they like can be played. For all target
populations, there will always be an option to alert the caregiver when the system detects unusual behavior.

Evaluation. We will conduct a user study with several feedback mechanisms integrated into the system
design. Users or caregivers will be asked to report the usability of each feedback and its appropriateness,
depending on the activity at the time and their mental state.

Preliminary Work. While some users favored the visual feedback and found it helpful in improving their
movement quality, others found it distracting and preferred audio feedback while they were exercising,
and a visual summary when they were resting in between sets [25]. Our early findings confirm that user
preference of feedback mode is highly personalized and varies over time based on the activity.

Related Work. Adaptive notifications have been utilized to personalize user notifications, particularly for
adherence to and adoption of health behaviors (for e.g., medication reminders or meeting daily mobility
goals) [107, 108]. However, not all intervention mechanisms work for all individuals, and developing
such understandings and customizations have been a topic of great interest [107, 108]. Existing work

q Assist the user by providing the right 
intervention at the right time.

q Exploring gamified intervention 
mechanisms.

q Facilitate rapid development of mHealth
applications.

q Providing the foundations for using adaptive and
personalized interventions for diverse health
populations to enable assistive care for all.

q Research outcomes from this work will be
integrated into our comprehensive education plan


